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ABSTRACT.

Gamma-ray spectra from nuclear reactions between fusion-born alpha (α) particles and Be

impurities were measured for the first time in deuterium plasmas in the Joint European Torus.

The time dependence of the measured spectra allowed the determination of the density evolution

of fast α particles. Correlation between the decay time of the γ-ray emission and the plasma

parameters in different plasma scenarios was established. Results of the measurements are

consistent with classical slowing down of the a particles in discharges with high plasma currents

(Ip ≥ 2.0 MeV) and monotonic q-profiles. In low plasma current discharges and in the discharges

with large on-axis current holes (and, hence, extreme central magnetic shear reversal) the γ-ray

emission decay times are shorter than the classical slowing down times, indicating an α-particle

confinement degradation in such discharges in line with theoretical predictions. The obtained

data provides essential information for studying α-particle confinement and for assessing the

potential of the diagnostic technique in the perspective of ITER.

INTRODUCTION

The nuclear reaction D(T,n)4He between Deuterium (D) and Tritium (T) is the main source of

energy in a thermonuclear fusion reactor with magnetic confinement. The power for the self-sustained

DT-plasma burn is provided by the 4He-ions (α particles) which are born with an average energy of

3.5 MeV and transfer the energy to the thermal plasma during their slowing down. Investigation of

the α-particle behaviour is a crucial task for ITER [1] and the development of the magnetic fusion

reactor concept. The α particles have been studied in the full-scale DT-plasma experiments on

TFTR [2] and on JET [3] tokamaks, which are fusion devices, where plasma is confined in a toroidal

vessel by means of an applied toroidal magnetic field and a poloidal field mainly induced by the

plasma current. In these experiments several plasma diagnostics provided the measurement of

temperature changes and some other effects, caused by fast α particles [4-6].

This Letter reports the first γ-ray measurements of fusion-born a particles in JET ‘trace tritium’

discharges, i.e. in majority deuterium plasma after seeding with a small population of tritium Neutral

Beam Injection (NBI) fast ions. The γ-ray emission from the nuclear reaction 9Be(α,nγ)12C is used

to measure changes in the density of the fast a particles with energy Eα> 1.7 MeV in the post-NBI

period. This important diagnostic nuclear reaction has already been applied to detect the presence

of the fast a-particles in JET experiments, where ion-cyclotron-resonance heating of 4He-beam

ions was used to accelerate 4He to the MeV range [7]. In this Letter we demonstrate how a nuclear

diagnostic based on the γ-ray spectrometry of the interaction between α’s and Be impurity in plasmas

[8] could be used in future magnetic fusion machines to obtain essential information on the slowing

down and confinement of the fast a particles.

In present JET experiments γ-ray energy spectra are measured with a calibrated bismuth germanate

(BGO) scintillation detector with diameter of 75mm and a height of 75mm [8]. The detector is

located in a well-shielded bunker and views the plasma quasi-tangentially. In order to reduce neutron
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and γ-ray background, the front collimator is filled with polythene to a depth of 0.5m. Behind the

detector there is an additional 1.5m long dump of polythene and steel. The detector line of sight lies

in a horizontal plane about 30cm below the plasma magnetic axis. During these experiments the γ

rays were continuously recorded with integration time 250ms over the energy range 1-28MeV, with

an energy resolution of about 4% at 10MeV.

Diagnostic capabilities of the nuclear reaction 9Be(α,nγ)12C, the significance of which for the

fusion α particles has already been reported in [9], are determined by the specific reaction cross-

section. The excitation functions of first two levels of the final nucleus, 12C, populated in this reaction,

are shown in Fig.1. The resonance structures, which are clearly seen in both cases, provide the energy

selectivity for the α-particle measurements. The first energy level 4.44MeV is excited by a particles

with energies exceeding 1.7MeV, and the second one, 7.65MeV, is populated by α’s with energies in

excess of 4MeV. The α-particle energy probability distribution for a born in a typical deuterium-

plasma JET discharge due to DT- fusion reaction with a 105keV triton-beam injected ion is also

presented in Fig.1. It is seen that the beam-plasma a particles can give rise to 4.44MeV gammas (4.44

→ 0 transition), and α particles in the high-energy wing of the distribution can also excite the second

level, giving rise to γ-rays with energy 3.21MeV (7.65 → 4.44 transition). As an example, Fig.2

shows two γ-ray spectra, recorded in the same discharge: the left hand side plot shows the spectrum

during 300ms T-beam blip, the right one shows the spectrum just after the NBI blip. During the

injection two γ-ray peaks, 4.44MeV and 3.21MeV, are observed, however, in the post-blip time-slice

the 3.21MeV peak becomes rather weak. This is an effect of changes in the distribution function, i.e.

the result of a shift of the high-energy tail to the low-energy range due to the α-particle slowing-down.

Clear variations in the intensity of the 4.44-MeV γ-ray emission were observed in the post-beam-

blip period of many discharges. Figure 3 shows decays of the 4.44MeV γ-ray intensity, recorded by

the spectrometer in discharges with different NBI heating power. The measured rate of 14MeV neutrons,

which are born during the T-beam injection, is shown as well. It is important to note that the main

plasma heating (deuterium NBI) is kept constant for several seconds after the T NBI-blip, ensuring

steady plasma conditions. This applies to all the shots in our database. The γ-ray decays are thus

measured against unchanging plasma conditions. In these experiments the duration of T-beam blips

was tblip ≤ 300 ms.

Neutrons with energy that exceeds 5MeV could give rise to the background 4.44MeV γ-rays due to

the nuclear inelastic scattering 12C(n,n’γ)12C. The main source of this background γ-ray emission is

the polythene plug, which is placed in front of the detector and contains carbon as main chemical

element in the compound. Extraction of the neutron background is an important part of the data

processing. This factor is the main source of uncertainties in the interpretation of the present

measurements.

More than 20 discharges were analysed, comparing two parameters: tg - decay time of the 4.44MeV

γ-ray intensity from the reaction 9Be(a,nγ)12C, and the characteristic classical slowing-down time of

the fast a particles on electrons, tse. The variation of the γ-ray intensity after the T-blip, as shown in
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Fig.3, can be approximated as Ig(t)µ exp(-t/tg).  The time variation of the 4.44MeV γ-ray emission

after the end of the T-beam blip was modelled. The γ rate (Rg) is proportional to:

(1)

where nBe is the Be density in the plasma; F(Eα,t) is the slowing down energy distribution of α’s;

σ(Eα) is the energy dependence of the reaction cross-section for 9Be(a,nγ)12C; vα is α-particle velocity.

The slowing down distribution in equation (1) was assumed to follow the classical formula with

slowing down on the plasma electrons characterised by time τse∝Te
3/2/ne [10], where Te

 and ne are the

temperature and density of electrons in plasma. The distribution function F(Eα,t) would of course be

altered by any non-classical α-losses. In the case τse < tblip, modelling revealed that the expected rate

Rγ(t) was approximately exponential with time constant ~τse. This follows from the fact that the

expected distribution function F(Eα,t) is a result of the α-particle slowing down within the T-beam

blip period close to the function related to the case τse << tblip shown in Fig.1. In the case τse >> tblip,

the initial α-distribution after the blip and prior to the measurement phase is similar to the α-particle

source distribution, which is presented in Fig.1. A simple exponential decay for Rγ(t) would not then

be observed, but these conditions did not apply in any of the experimental shots studied.

Results of the comparison of measured τγ against calculated classical τse for the plasmas are presented

in Fig.4. For the calculation of the slowing-down time, τse, the electron density ne(0) and the electron

temperature Te(0), measured in the plasma centre were used.  One can see from the figure that in most

of the discharges with toroidal magnetic field and plasma current in the ranges 2.25-3.2T and 2.0-

3.0MA the MeV α-particle slowing-down is characterised by the scaling τγ ≈ τse. The discharges

displaying classical behaviour are all ELMy H-modes with monotonic q profiles.  Modelling of the

fast α-particle slowing-down was performed using the TRANSP code [11] for several discharges.

The results of these calculations are in agreement with the experimental data, within the error bars.

There are two groups of discharges, which do not follow the classical behaviour, i.e. have τγ <<

τse. One of the explanations of the fast decay of the γ-ray emission in these plasmas is the effect of a

poor a-particle confinement due to the significant orbit losses. Our modelling assessments show that

a minimal critical plasma current Icr > 1.5-2MA is required to avoid significant First Orbit (FO) losses

of 3.5MeV alphas in the discharges with monotonic plasma currents. Therefore, in discharges with

Ip
max = 1MA the γ-ray decay-times are expected to be lower than τse. Another similar anomalous

behaviour of the γ-ray emission decay was observed in discharges with hollow current profiles. These

discharges with Internal Transport Barriers (ITB) have strongly reversed magnetic shear in the plasma

centre. Measurements based on the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) [12], show very small central current

density in the plasma core area, the so called ‘current hole’, in these discharges. The typical size of the

current holes in the analysed discharges is around 0.35a, where a is a minor radius of the plasma.

According to the confinement criteria [13], developed for a particles born in a plasma with a hollow

current profile, the current hole effect is equivalent to an increase of the critical plasma current, Icr

Rγ (t) ∝  nBe ∫ F(Eα ,t) σ(Eα) vα  dEα
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≈ 1.5/(1-xh
1/2)(MA), where xh=rh / a is an effective radial size of the current hole. For the discharges

with the current hole as large as xh ≈ 0.35 the critical current value is equal to Icr ≈ 3.7MA. In the

case of discharges with Ip
max = 2 – 2.5MA the FO losses of 3.5MeV alphas are therefore rather

significant, 20-30%. These estimates explain the faster observed decay-times of the γ-ray emission

measured in the discharges with calculated slowing time for the fast α particles derived classically.

To summarise, the time-dependent γ-ray spectra from the nuclear reaction between the fast fusion

α-particles and Be-impurities, 9Be(a,ng)12C, were measured for the first time in deuterium-tritium

plasmas. The time evolution of the MeV α-particle density was obtained, and a correlation between

the decay-time of the γ-ray emission and the characteristic a particle slowing-down time in different

plasma scenarios was established. The majority of the results are consistent with classical slowing-

down of the MeV α particles (with time constant τse), however in discharges with low plasma

current and in discharges with hollow current profiles the α-ray emission was found to decay on a

much shorter time-scale, τγ << τse.  This is attributed to orbit losses, which determine the α-particle

behaviour, and this interpretation is consistent with preliminary theoretical predictions. It is necessary

to emphasise that application of this γ-ray technique with dedicated multi-channel devices could

provide the time- and spatial-resolved fusion α-particle measurements in next-step fusion machines,

such as ITER or other burning plasma experiments.
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Figure 1: Excitation functions of 12C levels, 4.44MeV and 7.65MeV, which are populated in the reaction 9Be(α,nγ)12C.
The α-particle source energy distribution was calculated for the 105keV tritium beam injected in 6keV deuterium
plasma. The steady-state α-particle energy distribution calculated for the case τse << τblip. Both distribution functions
have arbitrary normalisation.

Figure 2: Gamma-ray spectra measured in 2.0MA/2.25T Pulse No:  61046 with deuterium 15MW NBI heating and
tritium 300ms blip PTNBI ≅ 1.5 MW; Te(0) ≅ 6 keV, ne(0) ≅ 6 1019 m-3.
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Figure 4: Measured 4.44MeV γ-ray decay-times, τγ , for
different plasma scenarios: BT=2.25–3.2 T, IP=1.0–3.0
MA. A characteristic time of evolution of the α-particle
energy distribution (Eα> 1.7MeV) calculated by TRANSP
is shown for two discharges. The slowing-down time, τse,
was calculated with the electron density ne(0) and the
electron temperature Te(0), measured in the plasma
centre.

Figure 3:  Comparison of time evolutions of 4.44MeV γ-
ray emission measured in the Pulse No’s: 61044 and
61048. Pulse No: 61044: 2.0MA/2.25T, PDNBI ≅ 14.5MW
PTNBI ≅ 1.5MW; Te(0) ≅ 5 keV, ne(0) ≅ 4.8 1019 m-3. Pulse
No. 61048: 2.0MA/2.25T, PDNBI ≅ 2.9 MW PTNBI ≅ 2.3MW;
Te(0) ≅ 3.5 keV, ne(0) ≅ 3.2 1019 m-3.
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